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INTJ ODUCTION

Educational psychology courses devote considerable attention

to selected principles and concepts of learning. The student

learns formal definitions and reads textbook examples or the im-

portant concepts and principles most closely related to school

learning. Given a clear-cut verbal example of a concept of learn-

ing, the student frequently is able to identify or name the

concept that is exemplified. However, he is usually much less

successful in relating the concepts to the school classroom. For

example, when observing in an actual classroom setting in which

concepts of learning can be observed, the student typically cannot

identify those same concepts he previously identified in an ex-

clusively verbal contet. Again, when observing ongoing classroom

activities, few students can specify ways in which learning prin-

ciples might be applied. Clearly, teacher trainees need training

with materials that illustrate concepts and principles of le4rning

and their application in the classroom setting.

Typical observation procedures are inefficient in providing

for the identification and application of learning principles.

The student normally visits the school classroom individually or

in small groups and observes the events that take place. He does

rot receive systematic training in identifying concepts of learning

or in analyzing pupil behavior. There is no efficient way of

directing %is attention to the application or lack of application

of relevant principles of learning employed in the classroom. It

is not feasible in this context to provide him with training and

practice in specifying instructional procedures that effectively

apply principles of learning to facilitate pupil performance.

The materials presented in this guide overcome many difficulties

inherent in the typical observation procedure. These materials pre-

sent a number of actual classroom events that illustrate important

principles and concepts of learning. They may be used by an in-

structor to introduce these principles and concepts and to provide

the students with training in identifying the concepts as they oc-

cur in the natural classroom setting. In addition, the materials

provide an opportunity to specify instructional procedures that ef-

fectively apply principles of learninu to develop desired pupil

behaviors.
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In developing these materials, a wide variety of classroom

events from the ongoing school program were simultaneously photo-

graphed and tape recorded. Verbatim typescripts were prepared

from the tape recordings, and the printed filmstrips that accompany

the typescripts show the actual classroom scenes as the recordings

wera made. The episodes included in this guide were selected from

tape-filmstrip materials recorded in several different elementary

schools and at grade levels ranging from kindergarten to the eighth

grade. The sixteen classroom episodes chosen for presentation

were selected because (1) they relate closely to important princi-

ples and concepts of learning and (2) they have high instructional

value for prospective teachers.

An Instructional Notes section is included after the presen-

tation of the classroom episodes. The purpose of this section is

to call attention to the principles and concepts of learning illus-

trated in each episode and to suggest ways in which the instructor

may use each episode in an instructional setting. Only the dominant

principles and concepts of learning are noted for each episode. The

instructor may find several additional principles or events from

each episode that are useful in working with a particular group of

students. Also, he may interpret the behavior from a variety of

theoretical viewpoints depending upon his objectives and the level

of sophistication of his students. A glossary of concepts is

presented before the Instructional Notes section to provide defin-

itions for the concepts and principles discussed in that section.

The sixteen episodes are sequenced for effective instructional

use. The first four episodes present clear-cut instances of several

important /earning principles and concepts as they are seen in a

classroom situation. These episodes are well suited for introducing

the relevant concepts and principles to beginning students. In

addition, they may be used to provide practice in the identification

of the principles in an applied setting for students who previously

have studied them in a verbal context. Episodes 5-8 present in-

stances of additional concepts and demonstrate the application of

several important principles in an instructional setting. The

third sequence of episodes shows four different stages in a single

instructional lesson in which many of the students fail to acquire
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the behavioral objective of the lesson. This sequence provides an

opportunity for students to analyze the instructional procedures

and to attempt to specify effective instructional techniques that

apply the learning principles from earlier episodes to develop the

desired learning. The final four episodes illustrate several in-

stances in which principles and concepts from earlier episodes are

applied effectively. These episodes also provide additional

opportunities for students to specify methods of applying several

different principles of learning to attain instructional objzz-

tives related to the learning tasks that are illustrated.

It should be emphasized that the purpose of the materials is

to provide slices of behavior that can be used to illustrate

principle: and concepts of iearaing. They were not intended to

be used to illustrate degrees of teaching effectiveness. Since

the episodes are taken out of context they frequently fail to do

justice to the teacher's behavior. It is difficult to discuss any

set of stimuli without imposing evaluative statements. However,

we strongly urge that instructors stress the descriptive purpose

of the materials and discourage evaluative references to the

teachers.



TYPESCRIPTS ,011 CLASSROOM EPISODES

Episode 1

Background -- Episode 1 takes place in Mr. Smith's fifth-grade
arithmetic class. Mr. Smith opened the lesson by briefly
reviewing with the class the procedure for adding fraction:
with like denominators. He presented two "fractions" with
like letter germs (2/a + 5/a) as denominators and elicited
the proper addition procedure from the class. This episode
begins a few minutes after the short opening review as Mr.
Smith makes reference to an earlier lesson which apparently
covered the addition of fractions with unlike denominators.

Mr. Smith: Then last Friday we had something that
looked like this

(Mr. Smith writes problem on board)

Mr. Smith: Okay, 1/2 plus 1/4. Do you remember what
to do? Okay, go up and write on the board
Tell us what to do.

Dave: You add. There's 1 and 1. That's 2. And
the 2 and 4 is 6. It's 2/6.

Mr. Smith: Arid you've divided? Okay, let's let him
carry it through. Let's see what he does.

(Student talking)

Mr. Smith: That's as far as you can go? Okay, how
many agree with him?

Student: I can't even see what he's doing.

Mr. Smith: You think you know what to do?

Student: I think I do.

4.411
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Mr. Smith: What do you think he did wrong?
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Student: Well, I think he was supposed to change the
1/2 into fourths.

Mr. Smith: All right, why?

Student: Because the denominators are not the same.

Mr. Smith: The denominators are not the same. All right,
do you remember our X and Y here?

(Speaking to a girl in class) All right, go
ahead and try it.

(Student writes on board)

Mr. Smith: Okay, do you agree, Scott?

Scott: Yes.

Ott
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Episode 2

Background -- After the close of Episode 1, Mr. Smith
briefly talked through the procedures used by the
girl at the board who did the problem correctly
near the end of the episode. The present scene
began about one minute after the close of Episode
1, immediately following Mr. Smith's review of the
first problem.

Mr. Smith: Okay, wanna try another one, Dave?

Student: Yah.

Mr. Smith: Huh?

Dave: Ah, I don't know.

Student: I do.

Mr. Smith: Try this one: 1/4 plus 1/8. Can you do
that one?

(Pause as Dave works at board)

Mr. Smith: Okay, look it over. See if you've done
everything you're supposed to do.

Okay. Now, turn around. Look at the
class. How many agree with Dave?

Okay. Are you a success?

Dave: I guess so.

Mr. Smith: You guest, so. I think you're right.

6
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Episode 3

Background -- Episode 3 is from Mr, James's sixth-grade arith-
metic class. Mr. James hao divided the class into two sides,
and he chooses a student from each side to work a problem
at the board. The student who writes the correct answer
first is allowed to make a mark for his side in the tic-tac-
toe grid that is seen in the filmstrip.

Mr. James has given each pair cif students who went to the
board previously during this lesson a problfa in addition,
subtraction, multiplication, or division. These problems
involved whole numbers only. There was no instructional
phase of the lesson, since the students already have learned
to add,"stibtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers.

Mr. James: 24,906.

(Writing at board with students laughing
in background)

Student: That's an "On?

Mr. James: All right, let's keep the audience out of
this. They can do it without any help.

18,303.

Subtract.

(Long pause as students at board work
problem)

Mr. James: All right, you'll notice that there is a
little difference in the answers. Would
you read yours to us, Carol. I can't tell
what that last hieroglyphic was.

Carol: 6,603.

Mr. James: 6,603. (Then speaking to Janet) You had
6,703. What is 3 from 6?

Janet: Three from 6 is 3.

77-,.-7.41/fr-.,7";-.-rntrarr.P.7t7e



Mr. James: And 0 from 0?

Janet: Zero.

Mr. James: What2s 3 from 9?

Janet: Six.

Mr. 'James: What did you say, Janet?

Janet: I said I goofed.

Mr. James: What seems to be wrong?

Janet: The 6.

Mr. James: What did you have?

Janet: Seven.

Mr. James: All right. You take 8 from 14. Hold the
fort. What's 8 frcm 14?

Janet: Six.

Mr. James: Six. And that leaves 1 from 1. All right,
we have an "X" to put up.



Episode 4

Background -- This episode takes place in Miss Johnson's
fifth-grade arithmetic class at Jefferson School.
The students have just finished marking each item on
their own papers correct or incorrect after a member
of the class reads the correct answer. The papers
cover an arithmetic assignment from the preceding day.

Jefferson School services a very low-income, poverty-
ridden area. Its students are almost exclusively
Mexican and Yaqui Indian, and English is a second
language for these students.

Miss Johnson: Would you put the number wrong, please, at
the top of your paper. And I'll give you
just a minute to find your mistakes. Find
out what you did wrong.

Do you know why we do this? So you won't
make that same mistake again. Will you?

All right, real quickly find your errors.
If you got 100, then you don't have any
errors to find. If you can't find it,
raise your hand. Perhaps you copied it
wrong.

(Pause. Students check papers)

Miss Johnson: Did you find them? Maybe your neighbor
can help you find them if you can't.

(Students checking papers)

Miss Johnson: Done? You may pass these papers in.

(Pause. Pdpers being passed in)

Miss Johnson: Then would you take out your fraction kit,
please.

9



Episode 5

Background -- These scenes are from a reading readiness class in
Mrs. Wilson's kindergarten room. Cards 'showing a letter, a
short word, a color, a picture of a fruit, and other common
stimuli are contained on a stand at the front of the room.
Mrs. Wilson asks a student to name the stimulus on a certain
card. If he names it correctly, he is allowed to get the
card and take it to his seat. During the lesson in progress,
there has been no formal instruction designed to enable the
students to correctly name the stimuli depicted on the cards.

Mrs. Wilson: What is the small letter on the left hand
side?

Student: Small tf

e

Mrs. Wilson: Nope.

Student: Small "t?"

Mrs. Wilson: Right. Will you get it, Ramona?

(Pause. Student talking)

Mrs. Wilson: All right, now I'm ready to start putting
some of these back. You look here.

Tracy:

I'm going to say one thing. I'm going to
say your name. You will tell me what this
is. If you get it right, you can put it
back. If you don't say it right, somebody
else has a turn.

Tracy?

npn

Wilson: Victor?

Victor: Red.



Mrs. Wilson: Right. Martin?

Martin: Blue.

Mrs. Wilson: Right. Michael?

Michael: Yellow.

Mrs. Wilson: William?

William: Color.

Mrs. Wilson: Dora?

Dora: TfAIT

Mrs. Wilson: Nope. Now wait a minute, take a look at
it. Steven Alpaugh?

Steve: The.

Mrs. Wilson: Right. Cheryl Beatty?

Cheryl: trot

Mrs. Wilson: Richard?

Richard: Orange.

Mrs. Wilson: Maria?

Maria: (inaudible)

Mrs. Wilson: Ramona?

Ramona: Look.

Mrs. Wilson: These are all going back. If you have an
"A" put it away.

11



Background -- Episode 6. also takes place in Mrs. Wilson's kind-
ergarten class. Mrs. Wilson is preparing to read the
students a story about ten apples. She began the lesson
by having the students count circles on a board at the front
of the room in much the same manner that they are counting
apples in this episode. In these scenes Mrs. Wilson is
pointing out to her students di2ferent quantities of apples
pictured in the storybook.

Mrs. Wilson: All right, let's start counting apples.

Mrs. Wilson
and Class: 1-2-3-

Mrs. Wilson: Michael, how many?

Michael: (inaudible)

Mrs. Wilson: Tessy, how many?

Tessy: Three.

Mrs. Wilson
and Class: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

Mrs. Wilson: How many apples?

Class: Ten.

Mrs. Wilson: Vicky, how many apples?

Vicky: Ten.

ru 1111.1.10WALO
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Tessy: Ten.

Mrs. Wilson: Randy, how many apples?



Randy: Ten.

Mrs. Wilson: Our story today is about ten apples. This
many apples. 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-3 -9-10. Will
you clap that many for me?

13
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Episode 7

_Background -- This episode is taken from a spelling lesson in
Mrs. Frank's first-grade. Mrs. Frank has introduced her
class to their first spelling word for the week, "is".
As this episode begins, she has just finished writing the
word on the beard.

Mrs. Frank: Al]. right, everyone look at our word "is".
Let's spell "is" together.

Class: Is, i-s, is.

Mrs. Frank: Fine. Now, put your finger pencils up in
the air. Ready?

Class: Is, i-s, is.

Mrs. Frank: What does the "i" have? Right up here.
Steven?

Steven: A little dot.

Mrs. Frank: Right, and it's very important that we don't
forget the little dot, isn't it?

Class:

Let's try "is" with our fingertips just once
more.

Is, i-...

Mrs. Frank: Don't forget the dot!

Class:

Mrs. Frank: Good. Now, close your eyes and see if you
can write it.

Class: Is, i-s, is.

14
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Mrs. Frank: Good. Most of you remembered your dot. Can
you write "is" on the board for us? Clark?

(Clark writes on board)

Mrs. Frank: Fine. Now spell it, please.

Clark: Is, i-s, is.

15



Episode 8
16

Background -- Episode 8 takes place in Mrs. Short's first-grade.
The students in the reading group shown are studying the
sounds "made" by different consonant blends. The technique
is for Mrs. Short to present a flash card showing both the
letters in the consonant blend and a picture of an object
whose name begins with the letters shown on the card.

Mrs. Short: Oh!

Student: A new one.

Mrs. Short: All right, now. Jim is asking, please, so
we can hear his sounds, everybody be yen,
quiet. And I think that's a good thing.

RaeJean:

RaeJean?

I've got a...

Mrs. Short: Yes, we do. Use the hard sound of the "C"
here.

Student: sk-,sk-,sk-

Mrs. Short: Let him do it, though.

As in scooter, as in scooter. This is just
really like s-k, too. Jim?

Jim: smm-, as in...

Mrs. Short: As in smoke

Students: O000--what a

Mrs. Short: Now, what is

creature! What a creature!

this interesting...?

Olt
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Students: Snail.

Mrs. Short: RaeJean says this is an interesting creature.
Just a minute.

(Students whispering)

Mrs. Short: As in?

Student: Snail.

Mrs. Short: Isn't he an interesting creature? I like
that word creature.

We used to have a snail in our big fish
bowl.

All right, Clark.

(Student noises)

Clark: sp-

Mrs. Short: As in? Spear, good.

Now, lookie here. Now you've got three
consonants; a triple-consonant blend.

Students: sprrr-

Mrs. Short: As in sprinkler.

17



Episode 9
18

11agsgszlrld -- This 1.esson is the first experience that Mr. James's
sixth-grade class has had with cross cancellation. This
episode and the three that follow it are all taken from the
instructional phase of the cross-cancellation lesson in Mr.
James's class. The behavior which the instructor is attempt-
ing to develop during the lesson is the correct use of
cross-cancellation procedures in multiplying proper fractions.
The class had studied reducing of fractions earlier in the
year, and the relevant entering behavior is the ability to
reduce a fraction to its lowest terms.

Initially, the teacher spent a minute or so introducing the
word "canceling" and telling the class that canceling is the
technique for reducing the size of the numbers that one
works with in multiplying and dividing fractions. He then
wrote one fraction (4/8) on the board and reduced it to its
lowest terms, explaining that canceling is something like
reducing fractions. Episode 1 begins about two minutes after
the start of the lesson, just after the teacher has written
a multiplication problem (3/4 x 8/15) on the board. This
problem represents the first instruction and example presented
to the class on the procedures involved in cross cancellation.

Mr. James: All right, this is the same idea as can-
celing. You look at a problem that's
set up in this manner and if there is a
number you can use--if you can divide
both sides on an angle, the numerator
on one side, the denominator on the other;
the numerator up here, the denominator
there- -if either of those are divisible,
then you can use it.

In this case, you can see, I hope, that
4 will work. So we can divide 4 by 4:
that's one. You divide 8 by 4: you get
2. You divide 3 by 3: you get 1. You
divide 15 by 3 and you get 5.

Now, we actually have not changed anything.
We now have 1/4 and 2/5.

Steve: Unh-uh.

Mr. James: Oh, what has changed, Stevius?



Steve: Well, 3 into 15 will go 5 times.

Mr. James: All right. Look, we've got the 5 here,
but I fooled you on this one. We now
have one over one. No changes at all.

See, I fooled you, I said the 4 but we
have already eliminated the 4--we've
divided. So that this then becomes
nothing more than 1. So, if you mul-
tiply 1 times 2/5, what do you get?

What's 1 times 2/5? Charlie?

Charlie: Two-fifths.

Mr. James: Two-fifths. We haven't changed it all,
have we?

19



Episode 10

Background -- The events in this episode took place moments
after the conclusion of events depicted in Episode 9. The
problem that Mr. James writes on the board (4/17 x 51/64)
is the second problem example for cross cancellation pre-
sented to the class.

Mr. James: Letts try another one and see what happens.

Now can you see that one? We'll remove the
background here so you don't try to do two
problems at once. Now in looking at this
one, how many of you can see a cancellation
possibility?

(Girl responding to Mr. James's question)

Mr. James: I said see Jill. Your eyes somehow seem to
need to be mnected with your teeth. Look
at the problt.m. Is there any opportunity
for cancellation there?

Some of you are looking at me. I'm sorry, I
can't be cancelled. Eliminated and erased-
yes, but not cancelled.

Look at the aoblem, please! Are there any
relationships in these numbers that can be
utilized to cut down the size of your multi-
plication? And that's all your doing.
You're going to do a little dividing first;
then you can multiply a smaller set of num-
bers.

One or two people seem to have seen it, the
rest of you ar..: writing on your desk tops.
These are not that large. You should be able
to do your head-work on this, not your handi-
work on the table tops, please. All right,
Carl, what suggestions do you have?

Carl: Well, 4 into 64. The 4 would be 1 and 64
would be 16.

20



Mr. James: All right. The 4 and the 64 are divisible.
You use 4 and so this would have to come out
16. So we've cut that down into a fair-to-
middling bite size. Charlie, what else do
you see there?

Charlie: Seven into 51.

Mr. James: Seven?

Charlie: I mean 17!

Mr. James: Oh, 17. All right, 17 this time is a multi-
ple of 51. And that's a 3, isn't it?

Debbie, what's your problem?

21
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Episode 11

Bapkground -- The events in this episode are a continuation of
those in the preceding one. The problem on the board, then,
is the third problem presented in this initial lesson on
cancellation.

Mr. James: Debbie, what's your problem?

Debbie: Well, all the other side--that thing up
there--wouldn't it always be 1? Because
you alwayi divide 17 into 17 and it's 1.

Mr. James: Try to make sure that this...Try that
one, Deb. Now, you see, you can do some
cancellation here.

Anyone see where you can do some cancel-
ing in this one? Go ahead. What could
we do?

Student: Well, it doesn't come out even.

Mr. James: Yes, it does. Does anyone see any can-
cellation in this? Oh, we have to go
back to our tables. I don't mean writ-
ing on them, either! You don't know
your tables of...Debbie.

Debbie: Three.

Mr. James: Three!...No4, how about the 5 and the 16--
any relationship there?

Student: No.

Mr. James: No. No relationship there that will come
out even.

Student: (inaudible)

Mr. James: Pardon?



Student: How come that's 7?

Mr. James: Well, I divide 21 by 3 and I get 7. What
do you do?

Debbie: Oh!

Mr. James: You're using 3 as your common divisor
this time. It doesn't come out to 1;
that's what I was trying to show you,
Debbie. You were trying to get the idea
that because so many that we did did
come out with just 1 on this side, that
it can come out entirely different...

Debbie: Can you cancel out the 3 and have it go
into 21...

1"-. James: No. We use 3 to divide 9 by and the 21
by. We cut this one down from 9 to 3,
and this one from 21 to 7, but you can't
go any further. They are not divisible
now by any number. So we have 3/16 and
5/7, as such...

23
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Episode 12

Background -- The events in this episode took place approximately
fifteen minutes after the conclusion of Episode 11. The
opening remark by Mr. James apparently is intended to conclude
the instructional session which is to be followed by a textbook
assignment covering cross cancellation in the multiplication
of proper fractions.

Mr. James: That means that all of you understand can-
celing, including Rod? Why aren't you
asking questions then?

(Student mumbles response)

Mr. James: You don't even know enough to ask a ques-
tion? Where did you get lost?

Rod: I don't know how to do it.

Mr. James: Don't know how to do what?

Rod: Canceling.

Mr. James: How do you know you don't know how to do
it? Let's try a nice easy one.

(Writes problem on board)

Mr. James: Can you cancel in that one, Rod? Don't
you have any idea what we did at all?

Rod: No.

Mr. James: Oh, come on, you couldn't be lost that far
unless you weren't paying attention.
Let's see, who else might be unsure of
themselves? No, not that know. Who else
might be unsure? Who else had questions?
Don't leave Rod hanging here all alone!
He'll catch his death of foolishness
hanging out there all alone. Come on,

there are more.



Nadine, where do we cancel in this prob-
lem?

(Nadine mumbles reply, and students
laugh)

Mr. James: See, I told you you wouldn't be hanging
alone. We just hung another one with you.
I don't know if that's any advantage, but
we just hung another one, anyway. Miss
Betz, how come you weren't asking then,
if you don't know?

Do you see this, both Rod and Nadine?

Nadine: No. What?

Mr. James: Do you see the relationship of these num-
bers across the sign? That they are both
divisible by the same number?

They're both 3's, so you can divide it by
3, right? So if you divide this one by 3,
you end up with one. This way, you're
trapped. You can't do anything because
it's already down low. What is 1 times 1,
Rod?

Rod: One.

Mr. James' How about that? What's 4 times 1, Nadine?

Nadine: Pour.

Mr. James: Pour. Now, let's try this in terms of
just thinking about it.

25
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Episode 13

Background -- Miss Johnson's fifth-grade class at Jefferson
School has just begun studying problems involving subtrac-
tion of a fraction from a whole number. At the beginning
of the lesson, Miss Johnson talked the class through a
problem in which each student used his fraction kit to
compute the answer. She then gave them a second problem
(1 - 1/3) to work with their fraction kits. Miss Johnson
wrote the problem on the board and after the students had
computed the answer using their kits, she had them talk
her through the correct steps in solving it on the board.

Miss Johnson gave her class their first problem to solve
on paper (1 - 1/8) about five minutes after the begin-
ning of class. She has just finished allowing them time
to work this problem individually at their seats as the

present episode begins. During the time that students
worked the problem at their seats, Miss Johnson circu-
lated among the class, saying "very good", "that's right",
etc. to students having the correct answer.

Miss Johnson: All right. What did you get, Arminda?

(Pause. No response)

Miss Johnson: All right, let's work it together.

What does 1 equal, Arminda? Here, what
do we have to change?

We can tell just by looking, can't we,
that we can't take an eighth away from
a whole? Isn't that right? You all
saw that when working with your frac-
tion kit. So what do we have to divide
this one whole into?

Students: Eighths.

Miss Johnson: How many eighths in a whole?

Student: Eight.

Miss Johnson: All right, now I'm ready to subtract.
All we have to do is say 1 from 8
are



Students: Seven.

(Pause. Miss Johnson points to denom-
inator place in answer)

Students: Eighths.

Miss Johnson: All right, try another one. We're just
going to work with ones today. Tomor-
row, we'll get to mixed numbers. Other
numbers.

(Miss Johnson writing 1 - 1/6 on board)

Miss Johnson: Be sure you put 1 equals. Equals.

(Pause. Students work problem at seats)

Miss Johnson: Oh, these are too easy for you. Alva?

Alva: Five.

Miss Johnson: Five-sixths.

Did anyone get something else? What
did you get, Ruben?

(No reply from Ruben)

Miss Johnson: All right, how did you get 5/6's?
What does 1 equal, Alva?

Alva: 6/6.

Miss Johnson: Six?

Alva: 6/6.

Miss Johnson: I'm not writing it very well. Remain-

der?
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(Some students answering 5, others
answering 5/6)

Miss Johnson: Want a hard one?

28
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Episode 14

Background -- This episode immediately follows the preceding one
in Miss Johnson's class. The problem that she gives the
class is the "hard one" that she referred to at the end of
the last episode. It represents the third problem of this
type that the class has worked on paper.

Miss Johnson: Okay. Are you ready for a hard one?

All right. One take away 7/20/s.

(Pause. Students working problem)

Miss Johnson: When you get the answer--the remainder- -

you may raise your hand.

(Pause)

Hiss Johnson: Somebody is fast. Very good. Bern? What
did you get, Bernadino?

(Reply mumbled)

Miss Johnson: You didn't get it? All right, let's help
him get it Let's everybody get it.

All right, let's put down our pencils and
look at the board, Bernadino, what does
1 equal here? How many parts am I dividing
this into?

Bernadino: Twenty.

Miss Johnson: Twenty. Very good! So how...what does 1
equal?

Bernadino: Twenty.

4



Miss Johnson: Twenty what? Twenty

Bernadino: Twentieths.

Miss Johnson: Twentieths. 20/20. One equals 20/20.
What do I have to do now?

Students: Subtract.

Miss Johnson: Subtract 7 from

Students: Twenty.

Miss Johnson: Which is?

Students: Thirteen.

Miss Johnson: How many got 13/20?

What did you get, Joe? Nothing? Do you
know how to do it?

Let's see a couple more, some of you aren't
sure.
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Episode 15

Backiround -- This episode takes place in Miss Johnson's class
several days after Episodes 13 and 14. In the instruetional
phase of the arithmetic lesson on the previous day, Miss
Johnson had taught the class how to subtract mixed numbers
in which the fractions have common denominators but the
numerator in the number to be subtracted (subtrahend) is
larger than the numerator in the number from which it is to
be subtracted (minuend). Sample problems of this type are
7 3/8 - 4 5/8, 3 1/3 - 1 2/3, 4 1/5 3 4/5, etc. In all
problems of this type, of course, it is necessary to borrow
one from the whole number in the minuend and to convert it
into a fraction so that the numerator in the subtrahend can
be subtracted from the numerator in the minuend.

In a lesson previous to the one described above, Miss John-
son's class had learned to subtract mixed numbers in which
the borrowing process is unnecessary because the fraction
in the minuend is larger than that in the subtrahend (e.g.,
7 5/8 4 3/8, 3 2/3 1 1/3, etc.). However, while learn-
ing the type requiring borrowing as described in the para-
graph above, they did not practice any of the latter prob-
lems and no direct reference was made to this type of prob-
lem. Then, the assignment that followed the instructional
phase of the lesson dealing with problems requiring borrow-
ing included both types of problems, those requiring borrow-
ing and those not requiring borrowing. As the present
episode begins, Miss Johnson is providing feedback to the
class on their performance on this assignment. Her comments
at the beginning of the episode indicate that several stu-
dents used the borrowing process on all problems of both
types.

Miss Johnson: And this, boys' and girls, is something that
many of you do not seem to understand. If
I give you all problems like this, you get
them right; you know what to do. But this
one I mixed up--other types of subtraction
problems. 'Lou do the same thing.

Do you know why: You are not thinking.
Every time before you start a problem,
think--do I need to change the other num-
bers? If you do not need to, then it is
wrong to do it.

And after all, we are learning these frac-
tions so that we can use them in later life.
If we do need to use these fractions, boys
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and girls, would they always be the same
kind? Will they?

Students: No.

Miss Johnson: No. Youtre going to have to think, "What
do I have to do?"

Will you go up to board for us please,
Mary Lou, and do that second one. Please.
Right on the board. Second problem.

Letts have...uh, who hasntt answered today?
Gloria, you may go and...Maybe I put those
just a little bit too close together here.
You may come and do this one.

Now think before you start--do you need to
change the number?

(Pause. Mary Lou and Gloria working at
board)

Miss Johnson: She didntt change it. Why?

Well, should she have changed it? Maybe
she should have? Should she have?

Students: No.

Miss Johnson: Why?

Student: Because...(Several students reply)

Miss Johnson: All right, therets no need to, because
you can subtract.
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Episode 16

Background -- Episode 16 takes place as Mrs. Short is working
with a small group of students during a lesson in language.
Mrs. Short picks several different words which sound alike
except for the opening sound, and she calls upon individual
students to spell them correctly.

Mrs. Short: All right, now let's start with a word that
we know. Could..

Student: Could.

Mrs. Short: All right. Raise your hand please, if you
can spell would. Not the kind of wood in
a chair, but I would like to do that for you.
Would--that would.

All right, Laurie, please.

Laurie: w-

Mrs. Short: w-

Laurie: o-u-l-d

Mrs. Short: All right, now, she took could, she took
away the "c" and she put a "w". All right.
Should. Should.

Jim, you haven't done this for a long time.

Jim: t-h

Mrs. Short: Shhould. That would be "thould".

(Students talking)

Mrs. Short: Now listen!

ik
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Jim: s-h

Mrs. Short: Right, Jim! Good!

Student: Hey, Mrs. Short, somebody...

Mrs. Short: Now listen, one of the Greg...listen! One
of the reasons that we have trouble is that
some of us talk out and aren't thoughtful of
others.

All right, now let's start again with Jim, and
would everyone else--RaeJean and Greg--be very
quiet when it's his turn.

Okay.

Jim: s-h-o-u-l-d.

Mrs. Short: Wonderful! Now, did you hear that!



* GLOSSARY OF CONCEPTS

Definitions are provided below for only those principles and

concepts of learning given specific treatment in the Instruc-

tional Notes section of this manual.

Stimulus generalization -- A response is elicited by stimuli

similar to the stimulus to which the response was origin-

ally learned. (1, 2, 10, 11, 15, 16)

Discrimination -- A response which through generalization has

come to be elicited by more than one stimulus is elicited

by the original stimulus and other appropriate stimuli but

extinguished to inappropriate stimuli to which it had

generalized. (1, 2, 15)

Extinction -- An existing response to a particular stimulus

decreases in frequency upon repeated presentation of the

stimulus without subsequent reinforcement. (1, 2, 15)

Reinforcement (Positive) -- A stimulus condition whose pre-

sentation increases the frequency of the response that

it follows. (2, 3, 5, 9, 13, 16)

Cueing -- Presentation of stimulus elements that increase the

probability of a desired response to the stimulus with

which they are presented. (3, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16)

Behavioral objective -- A desired outcome of instruction

stated in terms of student behavior that can be observed.

For example, "To write the value of X" is a behavioral

objective: "To understand how to compute the value of X"

is not. (3, 7, 16)

* The numbers in parentheses following each concept indicate
the episodes for which the manual makes specific reference
to that concept.
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Knowledge of results -- Information provided by stimulus events

or objects about the correctness or consequences of a re-

sponse. For example, the statement "That's right" by the

teacher provides the student with knowledge of results on

the correctness of his previous response. Similarly, the

student's inability to work a problem provides the teacher

with knowledge of results on the effectiveness of his

instructional strategy. (4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15)

Stimulus control -- A given response is elicited by one stim-

ulus or class of stimuli but is not elicited by other

stimuli or classes of stimuli. (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 15)

Chaining -- A condition in which one response produces or makes

effective the stimulus for the next response. This cycle

may continue to occur for many responses in succession.

(6, 16)

Successive approximation -- Gradually altering the nature of

an acquired response to develop the acquisition of a new

response. This process normally builds upon the original

response through small, systematic increases in its com-

plexity until the new response is acquired.

This concept may also be used to refer to a process in

which the nature of the response remains unaltered, but

the nature of the stimulus designed to elicit it is sys-

tematically changed from a highly cued "give away" stim-

ulus to a question that provides no additional support.

(7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14)



INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES

Episode 1

The error in addition made by Dave (1/2 + = 2/6) can be

treated as an instance of stimulus generalization. To compute

the sum, Dave adds the numerators together; then he also adds the

denominators. Adding the numerators is a correct response (pro-

vided, of course, that a common denominator is first computed for

both terms), but adding the denominators is not an appropriate

response. Thus, Jim makes the same response (addition) to an

inappropriate stimulus (the denominators) that he previously has

made in addition problems to similar, but appropriate, stimuli

such as whole numbers or the numerators of like fractions.

In conjunction with the illustration and discussion of the

phenomenon of stimulus generalization, this episode can be used to

introduce or discuss the concept of discrimination learning. Dave's

performance indicates that the initial relevant discrimination he

needs to make is that the denominators are not summed. This dis-

crimination would involve extinction of the faulty generalization.

Of course, Dave must learn other discriminations to correctly

solve the problem. Mr. Smith may employ any of several instruc-

tional strategies (such as having the students memorize verbal

rules for the correct procedures and then apply the rules, or

having them perform the correct addition response under heavy ini-

tial cueing until they can eventually make the correct response

without instructional cues) to develop these discriminations.

The proce!;s of extinction of a response through non-reinforce-

ment or negative reinforcement may also be discussed as the pro-

cess by which incorrect generalizations are broken down and

appropriate discriminations are made.

Episode 2

Dave's correct response to the problem that he works at the

board (1/4 + 1/8) provides an illustration of discrimination learn-

ing. Dave's work indicates, among other things, that the general-

ization manifested in adding the denominators in the preceding

problem has been eliminated.
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Dave's discrimination learning involves the extinction of a

response acquired through stimulus generalization. This episode

is therefore appropriate for a discussion of the concepts of

extinction and stimulus generalization. Advanced students may

be asked to discuss or explain the relationship between general-

ization, discrimination learning, extinction, and reinforcement

as seen in this episode and the preceding one.

Both positive reinforcement and the apparent effects of

negative reinforcement may be seen in this episode. Note Dave's

reluctance to do this problem at the board, even though he volun-

teered for the preceding one. The volunteering response may have

been extinguished by the negative reinforcement associated with

his previous failure at the board. Positive reinforcement for

the learned discrimination and Dave's other behaviors in this

episode may derive from the knowledge that his answer was correct

and the class agreement with his answer, as well as from Mr.

Smith's designation of Dave as a "success".

Episode 3

This episode provides an illustration of the concept of

reinforcement. A student gets the correct answer first, and she

is therefore reinforced by being given the opportunity to make

an "X" for her side in the tic-tac-toe grid.

The instructor may wish to have his class discuss the ques-

tion of what behavior is being reinforced in an instructional

strategy of this type. Mr..James's students' already have

learned to do problems of the type being presented. No doubt,

James is attempting to reinforce speed and accuracy, and it seems

highly probable that competitive behavior is being reinforced.

The effect that such a procedure would have on speed, accuracy,

and competitive behavior in subsequent tasks could also be

discussed.

Note that the students at their seats are not working the

problems, and that several students are laughing and making

gratuitous remarks. Here, the possible effects of having the

students at their seats also work the problems could be discussed,

both in terms of its implications for student maintenance of their
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problem-working skills and for effective classroom control.

The use of cueing is also illustrated in this episode. When

Mr. James has Janet check her work to find her error, he.heavily

cues her by talking her through each phase of the problem.

It would be appropriate to explain or discuss the types of situ-

ations in which it is necessary to provide strong cues as con-

trasted with situations in which the student can be expected to

perform the task without heavy cueing. For example, had Janet

previously learned to subtract and to check her work routinely,

she would be able to find her error by herself. The additional

cueing would then be unnecessary.

Many educators agree that the teacher should express the

desired results of instruction in terms of behavioral objectives.

The relevance of this concept is very clear in the current lesson.

For instance, if the instructor's objective for this lesson was

for all (or a large percentage) of students in his class to dis-

play certain standards of speed and accuracy on specified types

of problems, his instructional strategy would almost inevitably

require all students to work each problem. A similar strategy

could be employed to develop competitive behavior by having each

student attempt to work each type of problem within a specified

time period or at a faster rate than he had worked the last problem

of that type. The present lesson conceivably would be con-

ducted in a much different manner if the instructor were to specify

behavioral objectives of the lesson.

Episode 4

This episode deals with the concept of knowledge of results

(feedback). It can be used to introduce a discussion or explan-

ation of effective and ineffective methods of providing feedback

to students. Note that each student is checking his own paper

and this obviously constitutes a technique for providing him with

a type of feedback. In addition, Miss Johnson allows time for

each student to find his errors so he "won't make the same mis-

take again".
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Several additional techniques could be employed to enable

students to effectively utilize knowledge of results in mastering

the desired behavior. For example, a possible objective could

be to have the students work problems of this type correctly or

to correct their mistakes instead of simply finding them. In

this case, the teacher would allow time for the students to not

only find their errors, but also to correct them so that the

problem is worked correctly. Miss Johnson's technique of having

the student's neighbor help him in finding or correcting his mis-

takes could be used in conjunction with this approach. Also, the

teacher may wish to obtain feedback from the students on their

performance on each item, so that she can give further instruc-

tion on the types of items missed by the most students. This

type of feedback can be obtained simply by calling for a show of

hands on each item. If the teacher is interested only in the

students being able to find their mistakes as Miss Johnson asks

them to do, she may wish to have them mark the place where the

error occurred whenever this is feasible. In this way she will

be able to identify whether or not the students actually have

found their errors.

Episode 5

The events in this episode provide an illustration of one

technique of providing positive reinforcement for a correct re-

sponse and non-reinforcement for an incorrect response. Many

beginning students are able to recognize that reinforcement is

being provided in this episode and to identify the reinforcing.

condition.

Since there was no instructional phase in the lesson, Mrs.

Wilson may feel that the students already have mastered the dis-

criminations that they are asked to make. This lesson then could

be a review or practice lesson designed to insure maintenance of

the previously acquired behavior. A second explanation for the

lack of a formal instructional phase would be that Mrs. Wilson

believes that students who cannot make the required discrimin-

ations will learn to do so by hearing a classmate make the correct

response.
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Students who make incorrect responses to a stimulus object

in this lesson do not have a later opportunity to identify the

same stimulus object correctly. The effects of allowing the

erring student to identify the stimulus object after another

student had identified it correctly could be discussed as they

relate to stimulus control of the desired verbal response.

Note that only one student in Mrs. Wilson's class makes an

overt response to each object, except in cases where the first

respondent answers incorrectly. Here, the importance of overt

responding in the acquisition and maintenance of behavior could

be discussed. Educational psychology students may be asked to

identify techniques (such as requiring whispered responses or

hand-raising by those who know the correct answer) that Mrs.

Wilson could use to provide for overt responses to each item

from as many students as possible.

Episode 6

An important concept illustrated in this episode is stimulus

control. Several students are asked to identify the number of

apples pictured either after Mrs. Wilson and the class have counted

three apples or after they have counted ten apples. It is clear

that the students themselves need not have the ability to count

three or ten apples. The number of apples counted by the class

or the response by the last student serves as the stimulus

controlling the student's correct response. If the objective is

for the number of pictured apples to serve as the stimulus con-

trolling the response "ten" or any other number that is pictured,

there is no evidence that this objective is being achieved.

Educational psychology students may be asked to identify methods

by which the number of apples was controlling the responses of

individual students, so that the teacher could determine which

students actually can make the desired response when the con-

trolling stimulus is the number of pictured apples.

The phenomenon of chaining also is clearly seen in this

episode. Note that in the counting of apples the student's

response "1" most likely is elicited by the teacher saying "1"

or by visual stimulation from the first apple. This response then
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results in the teacher's response "21' or the second apple becom-

ing the discriminative stimulus for the student's response "2",

and so on until the teacher stops counting or no more apples are

pictured. Here again, educational psychology students can discuss

the concept of stimulus control as it relates to the stimuli con-

trolling the counting responses made by the class in unison in

this episode.

Episode 7

This episode illustrates the techniques of cueing and cue

reduction in learning. Initially, the students use the heavy

cueing provided by the word "is" written on the board as they

themselves spell it orally and write it in the air with their

fingers. This is simply a form of echoic response. Later, how-

ever, the visual cue is removed as they close their eyes and

write it with only the cueing provided by the verbal responses of
their classmates. Finally, individual students are called upon

to write it at the board with no cues provided.

The principle of successive ARREDAOSI211 is also being em-

ployed by Mrs. Frank, Her objective is for the students to write

the word "is" correctly when asked to spell it, a behavior that

they cannot perform at the beginning of the lesson without cueing.

She initially has the students perform a less complex behavior

within their capabilities, the response of spelling the word aloud

while looking at it. Subsequently, they perform successively

more complex behaviors leading to the objective until they

eventually ace able to perform the desired behavior. Mrs. Frank's

method provides a good example of the successful application

of successive approximation techniques. One alternate approach

that may be swgested is that the students at their seats write

"is" on paper without looking at the board while Clark (and the

students who followed him at the board) writes it on the board.

Again, educational psychology students frequently will suggest

this modification.

A discussion of the concept of stimulus control is again

appropriate. Many students are able to identify the stimulus
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which may be controlling the students' spelling responses at each
level of cueing in this episode.

The concept of behavioral objectives is again relevant.

From an analysis of this episode it is clear that Mrs. Frank's

objective, as specified above, is for her students to write the

word "is" correctly when asked to spell it. Note that her pro-

cedures are designed to involve student responding and to eff i-

ciently lead the students to perform the behavior specified in

the objective.

Episode 0

This lesson also demonstrates the techniques of successive

approximation and cueing. Mrs. Short begins with double-consonant

blends, and when students have correctly pronounced several of

these less complex combinations she moves on to the more difficult

triple-consonant blends. Note that the required discriminations

involve only those blends beginning with the letter 'is".

Although a form of successive approximation is employed in

4orking from double-consonant blends to triple-consonant blends,

it can be seen that all student responses are made under heavy

cueing. Educational psychology students are able to identify the

picture on the flash cards as a stimulus having the potential o2

controlling the correct response. Here, students may be asked

to suggest methods of cue reduction and successive approximation

by mean3 of which Mrs. Short's students will pronounce the con-

sonant blends correctly when the two-letter or three-letter

blehds are presented without the accompanying picture. A dis-

cussion of stimulus control is again appropriate with reference

to the stimulus controlling the pronunciation response of the

students and techniques of bringing the response under the control

of the letters in the absence of the pictured stimulus.

Knowledge of results is another concept that lay be treated

in this episode In this lesson students can observe that Mrs.

Short confirms the student's answers with responses such as "As

in scootet", "As in smoke", etc. A number of forms of providing

feedbacle students are illustrated in both the previous and
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succeeding episodes. These may be used to discuss the function

and importance of feedback and different modes of presenting it.

Episode 9

This episode is the first in a series of four in which Mr.

James's efforts at cueing and successive approximation prove

ineffective. For beginning students, the educational psychology

instructor may wish to demonstrate a more appropriate application

of these techniques as applied to the task of cross cancellation.

One approach would be for Mr. James to begin by having the students

reduce several fractions to their lowest terms and write the

answers at their desks. This would introduce the students to the

task by allowing them to perform behavior already in their rep-

ertoire and would provide for active student responding in the

learning task. Then, working with the last fraction problem

that the students had reduced (such as, for instance, 4/8 that

is written on the board in Episode 9), Mr. James could demonstrate

how these same terms may be reduced even when they are found on

opposite sides of the multiplication sign (e.g., 4/7 x 5/8). Of

ciurse, only after the students had worked several problem exam-

ples in which either no terms or one term on each side of the

multiplication sign could be reduced would Mr. James illustrate

that it is sometimes possible to cancel both terms on each side.

At this point it would be appropriate for him to have the students

solve problems such as the one on the board in this episode.

With advanced students a more appropriate procedure might

be to begin by telling the students the relevant entering behav-

ior possessed by Mr. James's class or by having them specify

relevant entering behavior. The students could then specify the

instructional strategies that they would employ to enable Mr.

James's students to an.quire the desired cross-cancellation behavior.

Note that the cueing provided by Mr. James is not likely to

be effective in developing the desired student responses because

the students do not make the responses involved in cross cancel-

lation. Instead, they are made by Mr. James. Thus, there is no

opportunity for the students to receive knowledge of results or
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reinforcement for their own responses as they acquire the cross-

cancellation behavior. In addition, there is little evidence

that effective stimulus control is being established because the

desired response is not being made to the eliciting stimulus.

Episode 10

Here, Mr. James presents a problem that the class apparently

has difficulty solving for two reasons: they have not mastered

the process of cross cancellation and the cancellation task is

difficult because of the large numbers in the fractions. When

this episode has been shown after a discussion of the preceding

one, it has been found that even beginning educational psychology

students are quick to suggest the desirability of Mr. James using

fractions with small numerators and denominators until his stu-

dents have mastered the cross-cancellation process. Thus, this

episode can serve as a stimulus to elicit from beginning students

suggestions of appropriate examples for Mr. James to use in

applying successive approximation procedures.

Examples of other concepts from this episode may be cited

and discussed. It is clear, for example, that the instructor is

utilizing knowledge of results provided by lack of student atten-

tion to the problem when he admonishes them to "Look at the pro-

blem" and by student table-top computations and inability to cancel

in this problem when he refers to the size of the numbers.

In the two cross-cancellation problems presented by Mr. James,

the smaller term in each cancellation is always the correct div-

isor to use in the cancellation process so that this number is

then reduced to a magnitude of one in each case. The implications

of continuing to present problems in which the smaller term is

'always the correct divisor may be discussed in terms of the prin-

ciple of stimulus control (i.e., the student's cancellation

response may come under the control of situations in which both

terms are divisible by the smaller term, but not situations in

which both are divisible by a third number). Faulty stimulus

generalization through failure to cancel in situations in which

both terms are divisible by a third number is also a concept for

possible discussion.
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Episode 11

Debbie's question at the beginning of this episode ("Well,

all the other side--that thing up there--wouldn't it always be

one?") indicates faulty stimulus generalization from the two

prohlPm examples presented previously. This provides an occa-

sion for further discussion and explanation of the phenomenon of

generalization.

Students are sometimes able to identify the apparent basis

for Debbie's faulty generalization. Note that in the first two

problems not only can the two smaller terms be reduced to one,

but that these two terms are found in the multiplier in each

case. Thus, both terms in the multiplier have a magnitude of

one after cancellation. This may account for Debbie's conclusion

that "all the other side" would always be one. A question such

as Debbie's therefore illustrates the need to broaden the re-

sponse class potentially elicited by the first two problems by

extending stimulus control to problems in which the multiplicand

contains the smaller term(s). In the problem in the present

episode (9/16 x 5/21) the smaller term of the two that can be

cancelled is once again in the multiplier.

Once again students can be asked to specify problems that

could be presented in the instructional sequence to _prevent the

faulty generalization made by Debbie. Successive approximation

procedures designed to extend stimulus control to problems in

which both terms to be reduced are divisible by a third number

would dictate the presentation of such problems early in the

instructional sequence. The students could initially reduce

fractions such as 4/6, 6/10, etc. Then they could be given pro-

blems like 6/7 x 3/4 for canceling.

In conjunction with this episode, as well as the episodes

preceding and following, a discussion of the effects of inter-

ference from competing verbal stimuli would be very appropriate.

An important point for discussion here is the fact that

either Mr. James or one student from the class does the overt

responding to the problems in each episode in this series. The

remaining ztudents do not make oral responses to the problems or
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work them out by hand. Therefore, these students simply do not
make the overt responses that they are supposed to be acquiring.
There is little opportunity for Mr. James to know whether they
are acquiring the desired behavior, and he also has little

opportunity to utilize feedback from their performance to guide
his own instructional procedures.

Episode 12

This episode provides a clear illustration of the need for
an instructional strategy requiring student responses that

successively approximate the desired behavior. Mr. James's
students have been 'taught canceling' for nearly one-half hour,
yet several of them are confused by the process and cannot work
even the simplest cancellation problem.

Note the cueing employed by Mr. James in working the pro-
blem in this episode (1/3 x 3/4) with Rod and Nadine. Mr.

James makes reference to the relationship between the numbers
that can be cancelled, but he himself both specifies the criti-
cal feature of the relationship and makes the oral cancellation
response as well as the written one. Therefore, his cueing does
not control the new responses to be learned by the students,
because they do not make those responses. (This relationship
may be discussed in terms of, the concept of stimulus control.)

They simply answer the questions "What is 1 times 1, Rod?"

and "What is 4 times 1, Nadine?" Their inabilit; to work cancel-

lation problems is not related to these questions. Here, educa-
tional psychology students should be able to identify the key

responses that must be learned by students like Rod and Nadine
if they are to cross cancel correctly. They may also be asked

to specify effective cueing techniques for eliciting these key

responses.

The importance of knowledge of results is apparent in this

episode. Mr. James obtains feedback from two students on their

understanding of canceling. When the feedback indicates that

they do not know how to cancel, he immediately modifies his in-

structional strategy and presents a problem that is more appro-

priate to the student's present response capabilities than those
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employed earlier. Students may be asked to specify other tech-

niques of obtaining feedback that Mr. James could have employed
effectively in the instructional sequence. For example, if all

students had responded to every problem beginning early in the

instructional sequence, Mr. James could have obtained feedback

both by walking about the room to observe student performance

and by a show of hands of students who got the correct answer.

Episode 13

A concept illustrated at the beginning of this episode is

knowledge of results. Advanced students and some beginning stu-

dents are able to make this identification. Miss Johnson quickly
utilizes feedback from Arminda's failure to respond (and perhaps
from other responses that she noticed in circulating around the
room) to adopt the instructional strategy of working through the
problem together with the class.

It can be seen that Miss Johnson also applies successive
approximation procedures. In the first problem in this episode
she provides several cues in working through the problem with the
class, but she also has the students respond to the problem. In
the second problem she provides less cueing and the students give
the correct answer. Each student in the class is assigned every
problem in the instructional phase and thus has an opportunity
to master the desired behavior. In circulating about the room,

Miss Johnson is able to provide individual reinforcement and

knowledge of results for many of the students, and the student

performance that she observes provide her with feedback on her
own instructional procedures. After perhaps six or seven minutes
of instruction, many of the students are ready to proceed to more
difficult problems.

The cueing provided by Miss Johnson assumes a somewhat dif-
ferent form than that typically seen in earlier episodes. Miss
Johnson cued the students heavily on the first problem in this

lesson before the opening of this episode. For the problems in
this episode, however, she allows the students to work each pro-
blem themselves. Then, after studeills have worked the problem,
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she and the class members provide necessary cues for students who
initially were unable to correctly solve the problem without cues.
This is an effective technique for enabling the capable students
to solve the problem by themselves.

Episode 14

This-episode contrasts with Episodes 9-12 in that Miss
Johnson's students are making most of the responses required to
compute the correct answer under her cueing, and her techniques
provide a good illustration of (-this concept. Students may be
asked to identify instances of cueing in this episode. Attention
can also be called to the doze technique of cueing that she
employs by requiring students to provide a key response in order
to complete a statement that she makes. It is important to note
that Miss Johnson's cueing techniques are student-response
oriented, (i.e., the students, not the teacher, are making the
responses required for solution of the problem) and that she
does not simply keep solving problems herself while talking about
how to do it.

Successive Approximation again is a relevant concept. Under
moderate cueing by the educational psychology instructor, many
students who have viewed and discussed the preceding episodes
are able to specify the task components involved in the types of
problems that Miss Johnson's class is doing. Given a specified
entering behavior for Miss Johnson's class, students may be
asked to state the procedures that they would employ with a class
in order to develop the ability to correctly solve problems of
this type. Students may also be asked to specify the cues that
Miss Johnson must remove in order for students like Bernadino to
correctly solve these problems without instructional cueing, and
to suggest procedures that she can employ to remove these cues.

tional procedures, assigning more problems for the students to
work and receive additional instruction on :hen she finds that

Once again, Miss Johnson's use of knowledge of results can
be noted. She seeks feedback from the class by asking "How many
got 13/20?" She then uses this feedback to guide her own instruc-
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some students have not mastered the desired behavior.

Episode 15

Students should be able to identify the process of faulty
stimulus generalization shown by Miss Johnson's students who used
the borrowing process in those problems not requiring it as well
as in those in which it is necessary. The instructor may use this
episode to explain or discuss methcds of preventing faulty gener-
alization. As this episode demonstrates, for example, it is impor-
tant that students are taught not only those stimuli to which a
response is to be made, but also that they are explicitly taught
the stimuli to which it is not to be made in order to prevent
generalization of the response to those stimuli.

Miss Johnson has discovered from the student's papers (knowledge
of results) that her failure to teach the students those stimuli
to which the borrowing response should not be made has resulted in
generalization of the borrowing response to those stimuli. She
therefore has designed the lesson so that discrimination learning
will take place and the borrowing response will be made when the
numerator in the subtrahend is larger than the numerator in the
minuend, but it will not be made when the opposite is true. This
of course, provides for extinction of the borrowing response under
the latter conditions.

Stimulus control is also a key concept in this episode. The
borrowing response is to come under the control of one stimulus
class but not under the .control of a similar stimulus class. Miss
Johnson employs the effective technique of having students respond
to sample problems from both stimulus classes. Students may be.
asked to specify an appropriate assignment designed to facilitate
acquisition and maintenance of the appropriate stimulus control.
The assignment subsequently made by Miss Johnson required students
to identify from among a number of problems those in which they
should borrow and those in which they should not, but the students

were not required to work the problems.

This episode also provides an appropriate instance for a dis-
cussion or explanation of the relationship that exists between the
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five concepts underlined above whenever faulty stimulus general-

ization occurs.

Episode 16

This episode provides an example of cueing to elicit a cor-

rect response, but cue reduction is not subsequently employed to

enable students to make the response in the absence of heavy

cueing. It therefore presents an opportunity for educational

psychology students to specify effective learning procedures and

principles that could be employed with Mrs. Short's students to

achieve a specified behavioral objective. In this case the

appropriate objectives would be to spell (either orally or in

writing) the words "would" and "should", and the student's enter-

ing behavior would be the ability to spell the word "could".

Most educational psychology students are able to identify the

more obvious cueing techniques employed by Mrs. Short in this

episode, such as the writing of "could" on her chalkboard and her

emphasis of the "sh" sound when Jim begins to spell "should"

incorrectly.

The instructor may also wish to note that this is an instance

where stimulus generalization functions to facilitate learning

rather than to inhibit it. The "o-u-l-d" response learned ini-

tially to the stimulus "could" is also an appropriate response

in spelling the new stimuli would and "should". Of course, it

is possible to provide examples of various cueing techniques that

may employ the phenomenon of generalization to facilitate learning.
, .

Note that in providing feedback to Jim, Mrs. Short twice

praises him for his correct efforts. Most beginning students are

able to identify feedback of this type as an example of reinforce-

ment. Also, oral spelling provides a very apparent illustration

of the occurrence of verbal chaining.


